
fashion
1. [ʹfæʃ(ə)n] n

1. образ; манера, вид
he behavedin a strange fashion - он странно вёл себя
I don't like the fashion of his speech - мне не нравится его манера говорить
in one's own fashion - по-своему
he will certainly do it in his own fashion - он обязательносделает это по-своему
the grain was threshed after the old fashion - зерно молотилипо-старому
after /in/ a fashion - некоторым образом, до некоторой степени, немного, не очень хорошо
he was tall, athletic and after a fashion handsome - это был высокий, атлетическисложённый и по-своему красивый человек
he plays tennis after a fashion - он немного играет в теннис
after the fashion of - в чьей-л. манере [ср. тж. 2]
a novel after the fashion of Maugham - роман в манере /в духе/ Моэма

2. фасон; покрой; форма
the two cups are made after the same fashion - обе чашки одинаковой формы
the fashion of a dress - фасон платья
the little box was made after the fashion of the Japanese lacquered boxes - коробочка была сделана по образцу японских
лакированных шкатулок [ср. тж. 1]

3. мода
to keep up with the latest fashions - следовать последней моде
to be in the fashion - следовать моде
dressed in the height of fashion - одетый по последней моде
he was dressed in the Eastern fashion - он был одет на восточный манер
to be the fashion, to be in fashion - быть в моде
this writer was in fashion at the beginning of the century - этот писатель был в моде в начале века
to bring [to come, to grow] into fashion - вводить [входить] в моду
to be out of fashion - быть не в моде
to go out of fashion - выходить из моды
to lead the fashion - быть законодателем мод
fashion queen - законодательницамод

4. (the fashion) фешенебельноеобщество, высший свет
the restaurant was crowded with men and women of fashion - ресторан был переполненсветской публикой

5. в грам. знач. прил.
1) фасонный

fashion parts - тех. фасонныечасти
2) модный

fashion paper - модный журнал

♢ to make fashion - шотл. делать вид, притворяться

he only put a bit on the plate to make fashion - он только для вида положил кусочек на тарелку
2. [ʹfæʃ(ə)n] v

1. 1) придавать вид, форму; выделывать
they fashion boats out of tree-trunks - они выдалбливаютлодки из стволов деревьев
to fashion a vase from clay - вылепить сосуд из глины

2) тех. фасонировать, моделировать
2. редк. приспосабливать

to fashion a lamp out of an old churn - сделать из старой маслобойки лампу

Apresyan (En-Ru)

fashion
fash·ion [fashion fashions fashioned fashioning] noun, verbBrE [ˈfæʃn]
NAmE [ˈfæʃn]
noun
1. uncountable, countable a popular style of clothes, hair, etc. at a particular time or place; the state of being popular

• dressed in the latest fashion
• the new season's fashions
• Long skirts havecome into fashion again.
• Jeans are still in fashion .
• Some styles nevergo out of fashion .

2. countable a popular way of behaving, doing an activity, etc
• The fashion at the time was for teaching mainly the written language.
• Fashions in art and literature come and go.

3. uncountable the business of making or selling clothes in new and different styles
• a fashion designer/magazine /show
• the world of fashion
• the fashion industry

 
Word Origin:
Middle English (in the sense ‘make, shape, appearance’, also ‘a particular make or style’): from Old French façon, from Latin
factio(n-), from facere ‘do, make’ .
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Thesaurus:
fashion noun C, U
• The stores are full of the spring fashions.
style • • trend • • look • • craze • |written vogue • |disapproving fad •

a fashion/trend/craze/vogue/fad for sth
the latest fashion/style/trend/look/craze/fad
come (back) into/(be/go) out of fashion/vogue

 
Collocations:
Clothes and fashion
Clothes
be wearing a new outfit/bright colours/fancy dress/fur/uniform
be (dressed) in black/red/jeans and a T-shirt/your best suit/leather/silk/rags (= very old torn clothes)
be dressed for work/school/dinner/a special occasion
be dressed as a man/woman/clown/pirate
wear /dress in casual/designer/second-hand clothes
wear jewellery/(especially US) jewelry/accessories/a watch/glasses/contact lenses/perfume
have a cowboy hat/red dress/blue suit on
put on/take off your clothes/coat/shoes/helmet
pull on/pull off your coat/gloves/socks
change into/get changed into a pair of jeans/your pyjamas/(especially US) your pajamas

Appearance
change/enhance /improve your appearance
create /get/have /give sth a new/contemporary/retro look
brush/comb/shampoo/wash/blow-dry your hair
have /get a haircut/your hair cut/a new hairstyle
have /get a piercing/your nose pierced
have /get a tattoo/a tattoo done (on your arm)/a tattoo removed
have /get a makeover/cosmetic surgery
use/wear /apply/put on make-up/cosmetics

Fashion
follow/keep up with (the) fashion/the latest fashions
spend/waste money on designer clothes
be fashionably/stylishly /well dressed
have good/great/terrible/awful taste in clothes
update /revamp your wardrobe
be in/come into/go out of fashion
be (back/very much) in vogue
create a style/trend/voguefor sth
organize /put on a fashion show
show/unveil a designer's spring/summer collection
sashay/strut down the catwalk/(NAmE also) runway
be on/do a photo/fashion shoot

 
Example Bank:

• Address me in a proper fashion.
• Application for the course can be made in the normal fashion.
• Black is always in fashion.
• Careful spending has gone out of fashion in our consumer society .
• Costs and revenuesare assumed to behavein a linear fashion.
• Each chapter is structured in a similar fashion.
• Fashions in art come and go.
• Flared trousers were a fashion statement of the seventies.
• He asked questions in a direct fashion
• He deliveredhis speech in classic fashion.
• He has a small vocabulary and is only able to express himself in a limited fashion.
• He insisted the meeting be held, in true spy novel fashion, in the open air.
• He presents it in an entertaining fashion.
• He set a fashion for large hats.
• Her summer collection took the fashion world by storm.
• I need your expert fashion advice.
• I strive to get my work done in a timely fashion.
• I'vegiven up trying to keep up with the latest fashions.
• I'vestarted my own fashion line.
• Karpov struck back in no uncertain fashion to win the seventh game.
• Light and sound are recorded in such different fashions.
• Paris, the world's fashion capital
• Pessimism has become the fashion.
• Please proceed in an orderly fashion to the promenade deck.
• She always wore the latest fashions.



• She had no fashion sense whatsoever.
• She has corrected that oversight in fine fashion.
• She laid out her argument in a convincing fashion.
• She looked like a fashion plate.
• She loves fashion and make-up.
• She spoke in French after the fashion of the court.
• She spoke in French after= copying the fashion of the court.
• She started her career as a fashion model.
• She was respected as a fashion icon.
• She was strolling in a leisurely fashion in the opposite direction.
• She wore a powdered wig, as was the fashion of the day.
• She writes in a serious fashion about the future
• So they became friends, after a fashion.
• Somebody call the fashion police, please!
• Students become frustrated with learning verbs parrot fashion.
• The book traces how fashions have changed over the years.
• The convention proceeded in the normal fashion.
• The descent of the footpath starts in easy fashion.
• The new summer fashions have arrived.
• The palazzo represents the height of architectural fashion for the mid-17th century.
• The store sells everything from casual clothes to high fashion.
• The story moves in circular fashion.
• The troops embarked in an orderly fashion.
• They act in a purposeful and deliberate fashion.
• They celebrated their win in traditional fashion by spraying champagne everywhere.
• This theory, though recent, is more than a passing fashion.
• We had just gone out when, in typical fashion, the rain came down.
• We need to tackle this problem in a coordinated fashion.
• What were your worst fashion disasters?
• When did flares first come into fashion?
• Why are they behavingin such a ridiculous fashion?
• a magazine fashion spread
• a passion for French fashions and goods
• batons ready in best police fashion
• changing fashions in education
• classic fashions for your wardrobe
• fresh interest in the New York fashion scene
• household names in the world of fashion and design
• one of the most successful fashion houses in Milan
• photographers at fashion shoots
• slowly descending the stairs in a grand fashion
• the fashion for long dresses
• the fashion runways of Italy and France
• the influence of Italian designer fashion on the clothes industry
• the latest fashion trend
• the popular fashions of the day
• the world's top fashion experts
• this season's must-have accessories that no fashion victim will be seen without
• watching how fashions change over the years
• when people confront you in a negative fashion
• I remembered clearly the peculiar fashion in which it all happened.
• Jeans are always in fashion.
• Some styles nevergo out of fashion.
• The stores are full of the spring fashions.
• They all want to work in fashion.
• a fashion designer/magazine/show

Idioms: ↑after a fashion ▪ ↑after the fashion of somebody ▪ ↑in … fashion ▪ ↑like it's going out of fashion

 
verb

to make or shape sth, especially with your hands
• ~ A (from/out of B) She fashioned a pot from the clay.
• ~ B (into A) She fashioned the clay into a pot.



Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
Middle English (in the sense ‘make, shape, appearance’, also ‘a particular make or style’): from Old French façon, from Latin
factio(n-), from facere ‘do, make’ .

 

fashion
I. fash ion1 S3 W2 /ˈfæʃən/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: verb: ↑fashion; noun: ↑fashion; adverb: ↑fashionably≠UNFASHIONABLY; adjective: ↑fashionable≠↑unfashionable]

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Old French; Origin: façon, from Latin factio 'act of making', from facere 'to do, make']
1. [uncountable and countable] something that is popular or thought to be good at a particular time

fashion for
the fashion for ‘discovery methods’ of learning

fashion in
The emerging science of photography was already changing fashions in art.
Eastern religions used to be the fashion in the 60s.
His ideas are coming back into fashion (=they are becoming popular again).
Their music will nevergo out of fashion (=stop being fashionable).
Self-help books are all the fashion (=they are very fashionable).

2. [uncountable and countable] a style of clothes, hair etc that is popular at a particular time:
Young people are very concerned with fashion.
Hats like that just aren’t the fashion.

3. [uncountable] the business or study of making and selling clothes, shoes etc in new and changing styles:
magazines about fashion and beauty
the London College of Fashion

4. in a ... fashion in a particular way:
Please leave the building in an orderly fashion.
Perhaps they could sit down and discuss things in a civilised fashion.
She will be working out her problems in her own fashion (=in the way that she usually does this).

5. after a fashion not very much, not very well, or not very effectively:
‘Can you speak Russian?’ ‘After a fashion.’

6. after the fashion of somebody in a style that is typical of a particular person:
Her early work is very much after the fashion of Picasso and Braque.

7. like it’s going out of fashion informal use this to emphasize that someone does something a lot or uses a lot of something:
Danny’s been spending money like it’s going out of fashion.

⇨ parrot fashion at ↑parrot1(2)

• • •
COLLOCATIONS
■phrases

▪ be in fashion Belted jackets are in fashion this winter.
▪ be out of fashion Flared trousers were out of fashion in the 1980s.
▪ go out of fashion (=stop being fashionable) Long eveningdresses are going out of fashion.
▪ come back into fashion (=become fashionable again) Short skirts are coming back into fashion this year.
▪ be the height of fashion (=be very fashionable) With her short dress and high boots she was the height of fashion.
▪ keep up with fashion (=make sure that you know about the most recent fashions) Lucy likes to keep up with the latest
fashions.
▪ fashion-conscious (=very interested in the latest fashions, and always wanting to wear fashionable clothes)
Fashion-conscious people can’t get enough of these new designs.
■adjectives

▪ the latest fashion They sell all the latest fashions.
▪ men’s/women’s fashionsMen’s fashions havenot changed much in 50 years.
■fashion + NOUN

▪ the fashion industry London is the centre of the British fashion industry.
▪ the fashion world Small women are often overlookedby the fashion world.
▪ a fashion show Calvin Klein’s fashion show featured suits and sportswear.
▪ a fashion model Fashion models are usually very tall.
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▪ a fashion designer Her favouritefashion designers include Giorgio Armani and Gianfranco Ferre.
▪ fashion design He went to St Martin’s School of Art to study fashion design.
▪ a fashion house (=a company that produces new and expensive styles of clothes) fashion houses such as Armani and Hugo
Boss
▪ a fashion magazine She’s the editor of a leading fashion magazine.
▪ fashion photography a book of Lang’s fashion photography
▪ a fashion photographer Later he worked as a fashion photographer for Vogue.
▪ a fashion shoot (=an occasion when photographs are taken of fashion models) She was asked to star with top model Naomi
Campbell in a fashion shoot.
▪ a fashion shop We walked around Milan’s famous fashion shops.
■COMMON ERRORS

► Do not say 'the last fashion'. Say the latest fashion.
• • •

THESAURUS
▪ fashion noun [uncountable and countable] a style of clothes, hair, behaviouretc that is fashionable. Fashion is also used as an
uncountable noun, when talking about all of these styles in general: the latest fashions from Donna Karan | changing fashions in
popular music | I'm not interested in fashion.
▪ vogue noun [singular,uncountable] if there is a vogue for something, or it is in vogue , it is fashionable. Vogue sounds more
formal and typical of the language that more educated speakers use than fashion: the current voguefor realistic animated films |
There was a voguefor cream furniture in the 1920s. | His pictures are very much in vogue these days.
▪ trend noun [countable] a way of doing something or a way of thinking that is becoming fashionable or popular: The magazine
focuses on the latest trends in contemporary design. | The trend is for people to wait longer to marry and havechildren.
▪ craze /fad noun [countable] informal a fashion, activity, type of music etc that suddenly becomes very popular, but only remains
popular for a short time – often used about things that you think are rather silly: a new fitness craze | the current fad for bare white
walls and uncomfortable-looking metal furniture | I'm sure it's just a passing fad (=something that will soon stop being
fashionable). | fad diets
▪ something is all the rage formal used when saying that something is very popular and fashionable for a short time: The game
was all the rage at her school.

II. fashion2 BrE AmE verb [transitive]

[Word Family: verb: ↑fashion; noun: ↑fashion; adverb: ↑fashionably≠UNFASHIONABLY; adjective: ↑fashionable≠↑unfashionable]

1. to shape or make something, using your hands or only a few tools
fashion something from something

He fashioned a box from a few old pieces of wood.
fashion something into something

Jamie could take a piece of wood and fashion it into a wonderful work of art.
2. [usually passive] to influence and form someone’s ideas and opinions:

We are all unique human beings, fashioned by life experiences.
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